
Optec Launches SwiftTerm™ SC No-Polish Connector with Innovative 

Ceramic Ferrule C-Slot Design for a Reliable Field-termination

HONG KONG, November 15, 2012 - Optec Technology Limited, a leader in fiber optic 

interconnect and assembly products, today announces the availability of SwiftTerm™ SC 

No-Polish Connector. This pre-polished, pre-assembled connector is uniquely designed 

for a quick, easy and reliable field-termination. It eliminates the need for epoxy, hand 

polishing and crimping at site, thus minimize the chances of operator errors and 

maintains higher process yield. Featured with only 3 components, it provides efficient 

field terminations in less than half the time of conventional field polish connectors.

The SwiftTerm™ SC No-Polish Connector features innovative ceramic ferrule C-Slot 

design that secures highest precision on fiber alignment. This unique patent design 

facilitates the fiber interconnections inside the ferrule holes, it resolves the 

fundamental problems with conventional V-Groove option. Not like plastic V-Groove 

structure that is easily deform and leads to high optical loss, our ceramic ferrule with C-

Slot design can guarantee the highest precision on fiber alignment while avoiding 

deformation and deterioration. With ceramic inner structure, SwiftTerm™ SC No-Polish 

Connector can sustains high stability in thermal expansion and contraction in extreme 

temperature of -40°C ~ +85°C, assures minimal change of insertion loss value under 

extreme temperature change.

Please visit www.optec.com.hk for more information about the SwiftTerm™ SC No-

Polish Connector. 

http://www.optec.com.hk/


About Optec Technology Limited

Optec Technology Limited is the world's leading fiber termination solutions provider 

which serves extensive optical networks throughout public and private sectors. Its wide 

variety of multifibers products includes board mounted solution for embedded optical 

modules, high-density 40G/100G applications, to MT-based outdoor harsh environment 

solutions. Please visit www.optec.com.hk for more information.
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